
SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLERSTRUCTURECHRIS WOODWARDContents1. Introduction 12. The moment polytope of a spherical variety 23. Little Weyl groups and collective functions 64. Multiplicity-free Hamiltonian actions 105. Algebraization 126. Characterization of colored facets 147. Example: Blow-ups of a product of coadjoint orbits of SO(5) 158. Existence results 189. Equivalence to Tolman's criterion in the SO(5) case 24References 261. IntroductionLet K be a compact connected Lie group acting on projective n-space Pn via a unitaryrepresentation K ! U(n + 1). If one gives Pn a symplectic structure via the Fubini-Studyform, then the action of K on Pn is Hamiltonian, and any smooth K-invariant sub-varietyM � Pn inherits the structure of a Hamiltonian K-manifold. Naturally one wants to knowwhat class of Hamiltonian actions arise in this way. To phrase a related question, what classof Hamiltonian actions admit an invariant, compatible K�ahler structure?One expected the answers to these questions to depend on the \degree of symmetry" of thesymplectic manifold in question. There are many examples of symplectic manifolds withoutgroup actions that admit no compatible K�ahler structure (see e.g. [14],[15].) On the otherhand, as observed by Kostant and Souriau, transitive Hamiltonian actions of compact groupsare coadjoint orbits and therefore K�ahler. Coadjoint orbits are examples of multiplicity-freeHamiltonian actions, which are a class of symplectic manifolds with a very high degreeof symmetry. Multiplicity-free torus actions were studied by Delzant [11] (under the namecompletely integrable torus actions) who showed that, under certain assumptions, eachof these actions admits an invariant compatible K�ahler structure.Counterexamples in the non-abelian case were found independently by Knop [29] and theauthor [43]. In this paper we consider the question in more detail. Recall that ifM is a compactconnected Hamiltonian K-manifold with moment map � : M ! k�, then the intersection�(M) \ t�+ of the image with the positive Weyl chamber is a convex polytope, called themoment or Kirwan polytope. The main result (Theorem 6.2 below) is that in good cases1



2 CHRIS WOODWARDone can read o� whether a multiplicity-free action might admit an invariant K�ahler structurefrom the moment polytope. The proof of the criterion is an application of the theory ofspherical varieties. One shows that after perturbing the symplectic form, and replacing thecomplex structure, we can assume that M � P(V ) is embedded in the projectivization of somerepresentation V ofK. By an observation of Brion [5], such a multiplicity-free projective varietyis spherical; that is, if G denotes the complexi�cation of K, then a Borel subgroup B � G hasa dense orbit. The variety M is then an equivariant embedding of some homogeneous spaceG=H. These have been classi�ed by Luna and Vust [33]. A result of Brion [6] shows thateach facet F of the moment polytope � of a spherical variety corresponds to a (not necessarilyunique) B-stable prime divisor in M . The B-stable prime divisors that are not G-stable arecalled colors. An interesting game (which does not exist in the toric case) is to try to determinefrom the polytope which facets are de�ned by colors. The criterion is derived from an answerto this problem in a special case.In the second half of the paper we prove a su�cient criterion for the existence of an invariantK�ahler structure. For certain actions of SO(5), we show that our existence and non-existenceresults combine to give a complete answer. Finally we show that in the SO(5) case our criterionis equivalent to a criterion for the K�ahlerizability of Hamiltonian torus actions due to S. Tolman[40].Acknowledgments. I would like to thank my dissertation adviser, Victor Guillemin, forhis constant support and encouragement, and Friedrich Knop, for his patient explanations ofalgebraic geometry. I am also grateful to Michel Brion, Allen Knutson, Eugene Lerman, TonyPantev, David Vogan, and the referee for suggesting improvements to the paper. This workwas supported by a Sloan Foundation Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship.2. The moment polytope of a spherical varietyLetK be a compact, connected Lie group with complexi�cationG and maximal torus T � K.Let t � k be the corresponding Cartan subalgebra. Choose a positive chamber t�+ � t� andlet B � G denote the Borel subgroup containing T whose Lie algebra contains the positiveroot spaces. Recall that to any G-variety X and G-line bundle L we can associate a convexset �(L) � t�+ as follows. For any B-module V let V (B) be the set of non-zero B-eigenvectorsin V . For any element v 2 V (B), we denote by �(v) : B ! C � the associated character of B,which we identify with a weight in t�. Following Brion [5] we de�ne�(L) = [n2N �(H0(Ln))(B)=n:(1)One can show, by tensoring highest-weight sections, that the set �(L) is convex. Now letK � G be a maximal compact subgroup with maximal torus T as before. If X is smooth andcompact and L has an invariant metric connection with positive curvature ! 2 
1;1(X) andmoment map �, then �(L) equals the moment polytope �(X)\t�+. This is an easy consequenceof \quantization commutes with reduction" (Guillemin-Sternberg multiplicity formula) [38, 36].A G-variety X is called spherical if X is normal and B has a dense orbit. If X is spherical,then by work of Brion [6] the facets of �(L) are de�ned by B-stable prime divisors in X, ina sense that we now explain. Let C (X) denote the �eld of rational functions on X. The setof B-eigenfunctions C (X)(B) has the structure of an abelian group under multiplication, and



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 3since X is spherical, we have an exact sequenceC � ! C (X)(B) �! t�:The image � = �(C (X)(B)) is a �nitely generated free abelian subgroup of t�. Its rank is calledthe rank of X.Let D(X) denote the set of B-stable prime divisors in X. Each element D 2 D(X) de�nesa valuation vD : C (X) ! Zmeasuring the order of vanishing of any rational function at D. By restriction to C (X)(B) , thedivisor D de�nes an element of HomZ(�;Z) which we also denote by vD.Let C (X;L) denote the space of rational sections of L, and assume that H0(L) � C (X;L) isnon-trivial. Since H0(L) is locally �nite [30, p. 67], there exists a B-eigensection � 2 H0(L)(B)which de�nes an isomorphism C (X)(B) �= C (X;L)(B) ; f 7! f�:For any element D 2 D(X) we denote by vD(�) the order of vanishing of � at D. An elementf� 2 C (X;L)(B) is a global section if and only ifvD(f) + vD(�) � 0 for all D 2 D(X):Let �R = �
ZR. One sees that�(L) = �(�) + fx 2 �R j vD(x) � �vD(�); for all D 2 D(X)g(2) = fx 2 �LR j vD(x) � �vD(�) + vD(�(�)) for all D 2 D(X)g(3)where �LR = �R+ �(�). Since X is spherical, the set D(X) is �nite so that (3) expresses �(L)as a �nite intersection of half-spaces. It follows that if F is a facet of �(L) then there exists adivisor D 2 D(X) such that F = � \HD whereHD = fx 2 �LR j vD(x) = �vD(�) + vD(�(�))g:(4)We call any D with F = � \HD a divisor corresponding to F.Remark 2.1. There are two important di�erences from the toric case:1. Several divisors may correspond to a single facet;2. Not every set of the form (4) is a facet, even if the line bundle L de�nes a projectiveembedding of X. See the example in Section 7, and also Lemma 2.4.2.1. Relation of the moment polytope to the colored fan. Let X be a spherical G-variety, x 2 X be any point in the open B-orbit, and H = Gx its isotropy subgroup. Then Xis an equivariant embedding of the homogeneous space G=H. The Luna-Vust theory classi�essuch embeddings by a combinatorial invariant of X called the colored fan, which we will nowdescribe. Let D(X) denote the set of B-stable prime divisors in X. For each G-orbit Y � X,let CY � HomZ(�;Q) be the cone on the vectors vD, for D 2 D(X) containing Y . Let EYdenote the set EY = fD 2 D(G=H) j D � Y g:The pair CcY = (CY ; EY )



4 CHRIS WOODWARDis the colored cone associated to Y . The setF(X) = fCcY j Y � Xgis the colored fan of X. Note that if D � X is a G-stable divisor, then the correspondingvaluation vD is G-invariant. Let VG � HomZ(�;Q) denote the image of the set of G-invariantdiscrete valuations (with rational values) on C (G=H) �= C (X). It is a convex cone containingHomZ(�;Q) \ �t+ (see [25, Corollary 5.3].) A pair (C;E) with C � HomZ(�;Q) and E �D(G=H) is called a colored cone if1. C is generated by vectors vD with D 2 E, together with �nitely many elements of VG.2. The relative interior C� of C intersects VG.A colored cone (C;E) is called strictly convex if C is strictly convex, and vD 6= 0 forD 2 E. A colored cone (C 0; E0) is called a colored face of (C;E) if C 0 is a face of C, andE0 = fD 2 E j vD 2 C 0g. A colored fan is a non-empty �nite set F of colored cones suchthat1. If Cc 2 F , then every colored face of Cc lies in F .2. For every v 2 VG there is at most one (C;E) 2 F such that v 2 C�.A colored fan F is called strictly convex if each colored cone in F is strictly convex. For thefollowing see also [25, Theorem 3.3].Theorem 2.2 (Luna-Vust [33]). The map X 7! F(X) induces a bijection between isomor-phism classes of embeddings and strictly convex colored fans.De�ne C(X) = [(C;E)2F C:The variety X is complete if and only if C(X) contains VG [25, p.12].The colored fan of a spherical variety is related to the fan of the polytope of an ample linebundle, if it exists. Recall that if � is a convex polytope, its associated fan F(�) is the setof dual cones to faces of �. Here the dual cone to a face F 0 of � is the cone generated bynormal vectors vF to facets F of � containing F 0. If X is a spherical variety, let C(X) denotethe set of cones C such that for some set of colors E, the pair (C;E) lies in the colored fan ofX. The following results are due, in a somewhat di�erent form, to Brion [5].Theorem 2.3 (Brion). Let X be a complete spherical G-variety of maximal rank with genericstabilizer H and colored fan F , and let L ! X be an ample G-line bundle with polytope� = �(L). Then C(X) equals the subset of F(�) consisting of cones C 2 F(�) such thatC� \ VG is non-empty.The proof relies on theLemma 2.4. Let X;L and � be as above, F � � a facet, D(X) a divisor corresponding toF , HD � �LR the hyperplane de�ned by D as in Equation (4), and Y � X a G-orbit. Let �Ydenote the polytope of the restriction of L to Y as in Equation (1). Then D contains Y if andonly if HD contains �Y .Proof. This follows from Brion's [7, Theorem p.409]. Alternatively, by Equation (4) HD con-tains �Y if and only if any element s of H0(Ln)(B) zero on D also is zero on Y , for any n 2 N.



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 5By [25, Corollary 1.7] (where we let v0 be a valuation with center Y ), this holds if and only ifany global section s of Ln vanishing on D vanishes on Y , for any n 2 N; that is, Y is containedin D.Proof of Theorem 2.3 - First, note that �Y is a face of �. Indeed, the locus of vanishing of asection s 2 H0(Ln)(B) is the union of D 2 D(X) such that vD(s) > 0. Since D(X) is �nite, sdoes not vanish identically on Y if and only if vD(s) = 0 for every D 2 D(X) containing Y .Therefore, �Y = � \ \D�Y HD:It follows from Lemma 2.4 and Equation (3) that the dual cone to �Y equals CY . On theother hand, since X is complete, any cone C 2 F(�) of maximal dimension such that C� \VGis non-empty must be contained in C(X). Any other cone C with C� \VG non-empty is a faceof a cone of maximal dimension with this property and is therefore contained in C(X).2.2. Facets de�ned by colors. We are particularly interested in facets of �(L) de�ned bycolors, since these do not exist in the toric case. It follows from work of Knop [27] (see alsoFoschi [13]) that these facets of �(L) can be three types with respect to a given minimalparabolic:Theorem 2.5. Let X be a spherical G-variety of maximal rank and L ! X a G-line bundlewith polytope �(L). Let � be a simple root and P the corresponding minimal parabolic. Thenthere are either n = 0; 1; or 2 colors which are not stable under P . If case n = 1, let D be thecolor such that PD 6= D. Then HD = H�. If n = 2, let D� be the colors such that PD� 6= D�.Then HD+ = s�HD�.Proof. Let D � X be a color such that PD 6= D. According to a result of Brion [5] and Vinberg[41], B has a �nite number of orbits in X, and so D contains a dense B-orbit Bx. Accordingto Knop [27], B-orbits in Px correspond to Px-orbits in P=B �= P1, and there can be eithertwo or three in number. The closed orbits correspond exactly to colors that are not P -stable.Two orbits: Suppose s 2 H0(nL)(B) is non-vanishing on D. Since all other colors are P -stable, the divisor s = 0 is P -stable, so �(s)=n 2 H�. Characters of this form are dense in HD,which proves the forward inclusion. The reverse inclusion follows from the fact that HD;H�are both codimension 1.Three orbits: According to Knop [27] this corresponds to the case that the image of Px inAut (P1) is a copy of C � . By [27, 3.2 Lemma] the character groups �(D�) := �(C (D� )(B))satisfy codim (�(D�) 
Z R) = 1 which implies that ker vD� = �(D�) 
Z R. Furthermoresa�(D+) = �(D�) which proves the claim for L trivial. For L non-trivial, we can identifyrational sections with rational functions on the geometric realization Y of L with weight onewith respect to the C � action on the �bers. Considering Y as a G � C � variety, the sameargument proves the claim.2.3. Stability of the moment polytope. In this section we describe a situation in whichone can identify from the polytope which facets are de�ned by colors. Let L ! X be a G-line bundle. For each simple root � 2 t�, let H� � t� denote the corresponding reectionhyperplane. We will call �(L) stable if, for any other G-line bundle L1 ! X and reectionhyperplane H� meeting �(L), the polytope �(pL+ qL1) meets H� for p� q. It is easy to see



6 CHRIS WOODWARDthat \generic" G-line bundles over spherical varieties have stable polytopes. See for exampleTheorem 7.1.Theorem 2.6. Let G be a connected complex reductive group, X a spherical G-variety, and La G-line bundle such that �(L) is stable and �(L) \H� is non-empty for all simple roots �.Let F � �(L) be a facet and D 2 D(X) a corresponding B-stable divisor. For any simple root�, let P� denote the corresponding minimal parabolic. Then P�D 6= D if and only ifF � � \H�:(5)In particular D is G-stable if and only if (5) holds for no �.Proof. We can assume that the action of G lifts to the line bundle [D] [30]. Let �D 2 H0([D])(B)de�ne D, and let �(D) = �(�D) be the corresponding character of B (unique up to a characterof G). Let Lp;q be the line bundle pL + q[D]. If � is a B-eigensection of L, then �p�qD is aB-eigensection of Lp;q. By (3)�(Lp;q) = �(�p�qD) + fx 2 �R j vD0(x) � �vD0(�p�qD); for all D0 2 D(X)g:Since vD0(�D) = 1 if D0 = D, and vD0(�D) = 0 otherwise, we have that�(Lp;q) = q�(D) + e�p;qwhere e�p;q = fx 2 p� j vD(x) � �pvD(�) + pvD(�(�)) + qg:Since �(L) is stable, minx2e�p;q(x; ��) = �q(�(D); ��)where �a is the coroot of �. Therefore (�(D); ��) vanishes if and only if e�p;q meets H�. Forp� q, this happens exactly when (5) holds.3. Little Weyl groups and collective functionsIn this section we will make an application of Brion and Knop's theory of the little Weylgroup to the smoothness of invariant collective functions. For the following, see Brion [8] orKnop [26, Theorem 1.3].Theorem 3.1 (Brion). Let X be a spherical G-variety and VG(X) � HomZ(�;Q) the coneof invariant valuations. There is a �nite reection subgroup WX � W such that VG(X) is afundamental domain of WX acting on HomZ(�;Q).Knop has given a geometric de�nition of the little Weyl group [26] and generalized Brion'sresult to the non-spherical case. We present here Knop's de�nition in the case that X is smoothand maximal rank. Let T �hX denote the bundle of holomorphic cotangent vectors. The actionof G on X induces a holomorphic moment map �h : T �h ! g�. Let l � g be the complexi�cationof the real Cartan subalgebra t � k. Composing with the quotient map qh : g� ! g�==G �= l�=W



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 7one obtains a morphism ~��h : T �h ! l�=W: Consider the �ber productT �h (X) �l�=W l�T �h (X) l�l�=W��1 j�2j~��h � qhBecause X is maximal rank, the inverse image ��12 (l�reg) is non-empty, and �1 is a rami�edcover with generic �ber W . The �ber product T �hX �l�=W l� may have several irreduciblecomponents, which are closures of the components of ��12 (l�reg) and are permuted transitivelyby W . By [26, p. 317] there is a distinguished component T̂ �h of T �hX �l�=W l�, called thepolarized cotangent bundle. The little Weyl group WX � W is the set of elementsw 2W such that wT̂ �h = T̂ �h .Now letM be a HamiltonianK-manifold with moment map � :M ! k�, and let ~� :M ! t�+be the composition of � with the quotient map q : k� ! t�+ which assigns to any x 2 k� theunique point of intersection Kx \ t�+. A collective function on M is a function of the form��f , for some continuous function f on k�. A K-invariant collective function can be written~��f . Our application of the little Weyl group is the following theorem which was suggested byKnop.1Theorem 3.2. Let V be a G-representation and M � P(V ) a smooth invariant subvarietyof maximal rank, i.e., with moment polytope of maximal dimension. If f 2 C1(t�)WM is aWM -invariant smooth function, then the function ~��f is smooth.Proof. First, consider the case that f 2 R[t� ]WM is polynomial. Let Ln0 denote the geometricrealization of the pull-back of the hyperplane bundle, minus its zero section. The productG � C � acts on Ln0 with little Weyl group WLn0 which is isomorphic to WM [28, p.11]. Let� : Ln0!M denote projection onto the base.The restriction �1jT̂ �h (Ln0) is a rami�ed cover with generic �ber WM , and the quotientT̂ �h (Ln0)=WM equals T �h (Ln0). Indeed, since �1 is WM -invariant, its restriction to T̂ �h (Ln0)induces an a�ne birational morphism T̂ �h (Ln0)=WM ! T �h (Ln0). This map has �nite �bersand normal target space, and is therefore an isomorphism by Zariski's Main Theorem. Hence�2jT̂ �h induces a morphism�2=WM : T �h (Ln0)! l�=WM � C � ! l�=WM :The last map is just projection onto the �rst factor. Let fh 2 C [l� ]WM be the analytic continu-ation of f , so that f = fhjt� . We write fh as a polynomial fh 2 C [l�=WM ] in the generators ofC [l� ]WM , so that fh is the pullback of fh by the quotient map map l� ! l�=WM . The function��(�2=WM )�fh1The following theorem is related to Knop's forthcoming work on the \symplectic little Weyl group".



8 CHRIS WOODWARD(where � = p�1@ ln jzj2=2� is the Fubini-Study 1-form) is a smooth function on Ln0 and weclaim it equals �� ~��f .T �h (Ln0) l�=WMg� l�=W
Ln0 �(VGR )�k� t�+

R�h -�2=WM Rh-qh 66
�

R��� -� r
R
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Figure 1. Relation of the unitary and holomorphic moment mapsConsider the commutative diagram in Figure 1. In the top square we have left o� extrafactors of C ; for example, �h denotes the holomorphic moment map for the action of G�C � onLn0, composed with projection onto g�. The notation (VGR )� denotes the fundamental domainof WM acting on t�, containing �t�+. Note that k� denotes HomR(k;R), while g� denotesHomC (g; C ). Since g is isomorphic to k� ik, analytic continuation de�nes an inclusion k� ! g�.The map r is the restriction of l� ! l�=WM to �(VGR )�. The map � is de�ned as follows. Let�̂1 denote the restriction of �1 to T̂ �h (Ln0). Since �h(�(Ln0)) is contained in k�, we have that�2(�̂1�1(�(Ln0))) � t�:Since �2 is WM -equivariant, we can quotient by the action of WM to obtain a continuous map�(Ln0) ! �(VGR )�whose composition with � we de�ne to be �. By de�nition � � r equals � � �2=WM : The maph is the polynomial map obtained by expressing a set of generators of C [l� ]W in terms of a setof generators of C [l� ]WM . The map  is the restriction of q to �(VGR )�. The commutativity ofthe diagram is clear from the de�nition of � and the fact that �h � � = ���.Lemma 3.3. The restriction of  to �(Ln0) is the identity.Proof. We �rst show that there exists an element w 2W such that (x) = wx for all x 2 �(Ln0).Recall from e.g. [32] that if M is a compact connected Hamiltonian K-manifold with moment



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 9map � : M ! k� such that ��1(k�reg) is non-empty, then ��1(k�reg) is connected and dense.Therefore, ��1��1(k�reg) is connected and dense. The image �(��1��1(k�reg)) is connectedand therefore contained in some chamber w (t�+)� in t�reg. By continuity, (x) = wx for allx 2 �(Ln0).That w = Id follows from Knop's de�nition of T̂ �h . We will use freely the notation developedin his paper [26, p.5]. Let � 2 (t�+)� be a generic point in � and let l 2 ��1��1(�) be a point inits inverse image. It su�ces to show that �(l) = �. By [26, Corollary 3.3], since M is maximalrank there exists an element b 2 Asr such that �D(b) = �. The image  ̂(l; b) 2 T̂ �h (Ln0) istherefore  ̂(l; b) = ( �(l; b); �)and as in [26, p.5], �h( �(l; b)) 2 � + b�where b� � g� is the annihilator of the Lie algebra of B. Now let�t = t�l + (1� t) �(l; b)for t 2 [0; 1]. The image �h(�t) lies in � + b�, and in particular the coadjoint orbit of �.Therefore the path (�t; �); t 2 [0; 1]lies in the �ber product T �h (Ln0)�l�=W l�. Therefore (�l; �) is contained in T̂ �h (Ln0). It followsthat �(�l) = �, as required.By Lemma 3.3 the pullback �� ~��f equals ��f , which equals ��(�2=WM )�fh as claimed.Now let f 2 C1(t�)WM be any smooth WM -invariant function. By a theorem of G. Schwarz[37], f can be written as a smooth function of the generators of the WM -invariant polynomialson t�, so the result follows from the previous case.Theorem 3.4. Let M � P(V ) be a smooth K-variety of maximal rank with moment map� : M ! k�. Suppose that � is transversal to a face � � t�+, and let W� be the Weyl group ofT in K�. Then W� �WM .Proof. Let W 0 � W be the subgroup generated by reections contained in both W� and WM .We want to show that W 0 equals W�. Let �? � t� be the subspace perpendicular to �. Itsu�ces to prove that R[�? ]W 0 is contained in R[�? ]W� (see e.g. [23, Theorem 3.9]). Let�� : t� ! �? denote orthogonal projection onto �?, and let f be any element of R[�? ]W 0 .Step 1: ~�����f is smooth at any point m 2 ��1(�). We construct a W -invariant smoothfunction h 2 C1(t�) equal to ���f near �(m) as follows. Let � 2 C1(t�) be a cuto� functionsupported near �(m), with � = 1 in a neighborhood of �(m), andh = Xw2W w�(� � ���f)By Theorem 3.2 ~��h is smooth at �(m), which shows that ~�����f is smooth, too.Step 2: q����f is smooth at �(m). Since � is transversal to �, we can choose a submanifoldU � ��1(k��) such that � is a di�eomorphism on U and �(U) meets � transversally at �(m).The function q����f is therefore smooth on �(U), and since the restriction of q����f to k�� is



10 CHRIS WOODWARDlocally constant on the �bers of ��� near �(m), this restriction is smooth at �(m). Let V bea small K�-invariant neighborhood of �(m) in k��. Since KV � k� is isomorphic to K �K� Vand q����f is K-invariant, the claim follows.Step 3: f is W�-invariant. Let R(�) be the set of simple roots perpendicular to �. For any� 2 R(�), let r� 2W� denote the corresponding reection. The function q����f is r�-invariant,and therefore (Dn�q����f)(�(m)) = (Dn����f)(�(m)) = 0for n 2 N odd, where D� is partial di�erentiation with respect to �. Since f is polynomial,this shows that f is itself r�-invariant, for each � 2 R(�), and therefore f is W�-invariant.Corollary 3.5. LetM � P(V ) be a smooth K-invariant variety whose moment map is transver-sal to every face � � t�+ and whose polytope � is of maximal dimension and meets the hyper-plane H� for each simple root �. Then WM =W .4. Multiplicity-free Hamiltonian actionsA complex representation V of a compact connected Lie group K is called multiplicity-free if each irreducible representation appears at most once in V , or equivalently, if the algebraEndK(V ) of K-equivariant endomorphisms is abelian. A Hamiltonian K-manifold M is calledmultiplicity-free if the set C1K (M) of K-invariant smooth functions forms an abelian Poissonalgebra [18]. That is, for any f1; f2 2 C1K (M) we have ff1; f2g = 0.There is an important, alternative de�nition of multiplicity-free in terms of symplecticreduction. Recall that if M is a Hamiltonian K-manifold with moment map � : M ! k�,then for each coadjoint orbit Kx � k�; x 2 k� there is an associated Marsden-Weinsteinsymplectic reduced space Mx de�ned byMx = ��1(Kx)=K:If x is a regular value of � then Mx is a symplectic orbifold. Sjamaar (based on a result ofArms-Cushman-Gotay [1]) has observed thatProposition 4.1 (Sjamaar). A compact connected Hamiltonian K-manifold is multiplicity-free if and only if Mx is a point for any x 2 k�. If the principal isotropy subgroup is discrete,then M is multiplicity-free if and only if dimM = dimK + rank K.This follows from the main result in [39]; see [42, Proposition A.1]. By Proposition 4.1, acompact connected HamiltonianK-manifoldM is multiplicity-free if and only if � induces a bi-jectionM=K �= �. (See [5] for the proof whenM is a projective K-variety.) The decompositionof M=K into orbit-types is related to the face decomposition of �:Lemma 4.2 (Delzant). Let M be a compact, connected multiplicity-free K-manifold with dis-crete principal isotropy subgroup, and F � � an open face contained in the interior (t�+)� oft�+. Then the Lie algebra km of the isotropy subgroup Km of any point m 2 ��1(F ) equals theannihilator F � � t of F . Furthermore, if the principal isotropy subgroup is trivial then Km isconnected.For a proof see [12] or [42, Lemma 3.2]. In particular, a face F � � \ (t�+)� is a vertex of �if and only if ��1(F ) is a T -�xed point. Describing the orbit types of points in ��1(F ) � @t�+is in general an open problem. For the transversal case, see [42, Theorem 7.2].



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 11Note that ifM is a connected HamiltonianK-manifold, then the principal isotropy subgroup(which in general is only de�ned up to conjugacy) is �xed by the choice of maximal torus andpositive chamber t�+. Indeed, there exists a face � of t�+ such that ��1(K�) is connected anddense (see e.g. [32, Theorem 3.7]), and we de�ne the principal isotropy subgroup of M tobe the isotropy subgroup Kx of any point x in the principal orbit-type stratum for the actionof K� on ��1(�). Since Kx contains the semisimple part of K� (see e.g. [32, Remark 3.10])Kx is independent of the choice of x. The following conjecture has been proved in special cases[11, 24, 12, 42]:Conjecture 4.3 (The Multiplicity-free or Delzant Conjecture). Let M1 and M2 be compactconnected multiplicity-free Hamiltonian K-manifolds with the same moment polytope and thesame principal isotropy subgroup. Then M1 and M2 are equivariantly symplectomorphic.Remark 4.4. Amultiplicity-free HamiltonianK-manifold may admit invariant complex struc-tures that are not equivariantly isomorphic (F. Knop). The simplest examples are the SL(2; C )-spherical varieties P1 � P1 with diagonal SL(2; C )-action, and SL(2; C ) �B P1, with action ofB on P1 given by the trivial action of the unipotent subgroup, and action of C � � B byz � [w0; w1] = [zw0; w1]. These varieties are SU(2)-equivariantly symplectomorphic for a suit-able choice of symplectic forms.If the conjecture holds, it suggests that geometric properties of multiplicity-free actionsshould be \translatable" into the language of convex polytopes. We call a Hamiltonian K-manifold transversal if the moment map is transversal to a Cartan subalgebra. There is acharacterization of transversality in terms of isotropy subgroups [42, Lemma 2.2]:Lemma 4.5 (Guillemin-Souza). Let M be a Hamiltonian K-manifold, � � t�+ any face of thepositive chamber, and K� the isotropy subgroup K� of any point in �. Then � is transversalto t� at ��1(�) if and only if for any x 2 � the semisimple part (K�;K�) of K� acts locallyfreely on ��1(x), or equivalently, if � is transversal to �.The main result of [42] is that transversality has the following description in terms of convexpolytopes: For each x 2 � we denote by H(x) (resp. V (x)) the set of hyperplanes in t�intersecting � in facets meeting x (resp. inward pointing normal vectors to these facets.) Thepolytope � is called simple if V (x) is linearly independent, for all x 2 �. We call � reectiveif 1. the set H(x) is Wx-invariant, for all x 2 �, and2. the intersection � \ @t�+ is a union of faces of codimension at least 2.Here W denotes the Weyl group of T � K, and Wx the isotropy subgroup of x.Theorem 4.6. [42] Let M be a compact, connected multiplicity-free K-manifold with momentpolytope � and discrete principal isotropy subgroup. If M is transversal then � is simple andreective.In fact the converse is also true.We will need the following combinatorial result on reective simple polytopes. For anyconvex polytope �, let H(�) denote the set of hyperplanes intersecting � in facets.Proposition 4.7. [42, Proposition 5.1] Let � � t�+ be a simple reective convex polytope and� a simple root such that � meets the hyperplane H�. Then there are exactly two elements



12 CHRIS WOODWARDH� 2 H(�) such that H� contains � \H�. The corresponding normal vectors v� 2 t satisfy(v�; �) > 0, and the intersection �\H+ \H� equals �\H�. Any other element H of H(�)meeting H� \� intersects H� orthogonally.Finally in Section 7 we will need the following de�nitions. We call a compact, connected,transversal Hamiltonian K-manifold torsion-free if (Kx;Kx) acts freely on ��1(x) for allx 2 �. The elements of the set V (x) can be chosen to be minimal in the lattice exp�1(Id). If(Kx;Kx) is simply-connected, we call � torsion-free at x if V (x) forms part of a lattice basis.Otherwise, we say that � is torsion-free at x if the conditions in [42, Remark 10.2] hold. Wecall � torsion-free if � is torsion-free at all x 2 �. A compact connected transversal multip-licity-free K-manifold with trivial principal isotropy is torsion-free if and only if its momentpolytope is torsion-free . This is proved in the case �1((Kx;Kx)) = f1g in [42, Theorem 6.2].Theorem 4.8. [42] The map M ! �(M) induces a bijection between compact connectedtransversal torsion-free multiplicity-free K-manifolds with trivial principal isotropy and reec-tive, torsion-free polytopes.In particular, Delzant's conjecture 4.3 holds for these actions.5. AlgebraizationAs above let K be a compact connected Lie group with complexi�cation G. Brion [5] hasnoted thatProposition 5.1 (Brion). Let V be a complex G-representation, and M � P(V ) a smoothinvariant sub-variety. Then M is a multiplicity-free K-manifold if and only if M is a sphericalG-variety.This is because a generic symplectic quotient ofM is homeomorphic to a geometric invarianttheory quotient of M �G=B, which is zero dimensional if and only if B has a dense orbit. Inorder to apply Brion's result, we will need the following application of the Kodaira embeddingtheorem:Proposition 5.2. Let (M;!) be a compact Hamiltonian K-manifold and J an invariant com-patible K�ahler structure. Suppose that the �xed points of a maximal torus T are isolated. Thenthere exists a perturbation ! of !, an integer n 2 N, and an invariant compatible K�ahlerstructure J such that (M;n!; J) embeds in projective space.Proof. Since M admits a C � -action with isolated �xed points, then by the results of Carrell-Liebermann [10] or Carrell-Sommese the cohomology Hi;j(M) vanishes unless i = j. In par-ticular, H2;0(M) �= H0;2(M) vanishes, so there exists an invariant perturbation of ! of ! suchthat ! 2 
1;1(M) and [!] 2 H2(M;Q). Since ! 2 
1;1, the pair (!; J) de�nes an invariantK�ahler structure on M . Let n1 2 Z be an integer such that [n1!] 2 H2(M;Z). Let L be aholomorphic metric line bundle with invariant connection and curvature ! [16, p. 149]. By theKodaira embedding theorem, there exists an integer n2 2 N such that the sections of Ln2 givean equivariant embedding i : M ! PN of (M;J) in projective N -space. Let !FS 2 
2(PN )denote the Fubini-Study 2-form. Unfortunately, i�!FS will not usually equal n1n2!. However,the metrics i�!FS(�; J �) and n1n2!(�; J �) are positive de�nite. If !t is the invariant closed2-form de�ned by !t = ti�!FS + (1� t)n1n2!



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 13then for t 2 [0; 1] the metric !t(�; J �) is also positive de�nite, and so !t is symplectic fort 2 [0; 1]. Furthermore, !0 is cohomologous to !1, so by Moser isotopy (see e.g. [35, p. 91])there exists a K-equivariant symplectomorphism' : (M; i�!FS) �= (M;n1n2!):De�ning J = '�J and n = n1n2 completes the proof.To apply this result to K�ahler multiplicity-free actions, we need to note that if M is acompact multiplicity-free K-manifold, then any maximal torus T � K acts with isolated �xedpoints. Indeed, let MT denote the T -�xed point set. Let m 2 MT and let N � MT be theconnected component of MT containing m. The image �(N) lies in t�, by equivariance of �,and because N is a smooth connected symplectic submanifold on which T acts trivially, in fact�(N) equals �(m). Since M is multiplicity-free,��1(�(m)) �= K�(m)=Kmand the �xed point set of the action of T on any K-homogeneous space is �nite.2 In case Mis transversal, one can argue alternatively that �(MT ) � t�reg and so MT is discrete by Lemma4.2.Combining with 5.2, 5.1 and Chow's theorem we have proved thatCorollary 5.3. Any compact connected multiplicity-free K-manifold which admits an invari-ant K�ahler structure admits (after a perturbation) the structure of a projective spherical variety.Remark 5.4. These arguments work only if M is compact. For results in the general case,see [22].We want to check that certain properties and invariants of the Hamiltonian K-manifold Mare invariant under perturbation. Let V (�) denote the set of inward pointing normal vectorsto facets of �. (The elements of this set are unique up to multiplication by positive scalars.)Proposition 5.5. Let (M;!) be a compact connected Hamiltonian K-manifold, and t 7! !tan (a�ne) linear map of Rk into the space of closed, K-invariant 2-forms on M , with !0 = !.There exists a linear map t 7! �t such that each �t :M ! k� is a moment map for the actionof K on (M;!t). There also exists a neighborhood, U , of 0 2 Rk such that for t 2 U1. the form !t is symplectic.2. If �0 is transversal to t�, then(a) �t is transversal to t�;(b) if �0(M) meets a face � � t�+ then �t(M) does; and(c) if M is multiplicity-free and has discrete principal isotropy then V (�t) = V (�0).Proof. The existence of �t follows from the discussion on [3, p.23], by which the contraction{(XM )!t is exact for any X 2 k and t 2 Rk . It follows that for any t there exists a map�t : M ! k� such that {(XM )!t = dh�;Xi. The map �t may be made equivariant by [21,Section 26]. To construct a linear map t 7! �t, choose a basis t1; : : : ; tn for Rk , construct �tias above, and de�ne �t for arbitrary t by linearity.Statement (1) follows from the compactness ofM , and the fact that the set of non-degenerate2-forms on TmM is open, for any m 2M . Statement 2(a) follows from a similar argument. By2In fact the �xed point set has a transitive action of W .



14 CHRIS WOODWARDLemma 4.5 �0 is transversal to �, and so any perturbation of �0 also meets �, which shows2(b).To prove 2(c) note that in the transversal case every facet F of � meets (t�+)� by Theorem4.6 and so by Lemma 4.2 any point m 2 ��1(F ) has tm = F �. In the transversal case theset of such isotropy algebras is stable under perturbation. The argument is technical butstraight-forward; the proof is left to the reader.We will need later the following Remark.Remark 5.6. Consider the situation in Lemma 2.4, with the additional assumptions that Xis smooth, transversal, and maximal rank. Then the face �Y intersects the interior (t�+)� of thepositive chamber. Indeed, let � � t�+ be a face of maximal dimension intersecting �(Y ), so thatfor any point y 2 Y \ ��1(�), a neighborhood of y in Y is contained in ��1(�). The tangentspace to the orbit (K�;K�)y lies in TyY , since Y is K-invariant, but also lies in the symplecticorthogonal to TyY , by de�nition of the moment map. By Lemma 4.5, if the dimension of(K� ;K�) is positive then Ty((K� ;K�)y) is of positive dimension, which contradicts that Y isa complex and therefore symplectic submanifold of X. Therefore, � = (t�+)�.6. Characterization of colored facetsWe say that a facet F � � with inward-pointing normal vector vF is negative if vF 2 �t+.Theorem 6.1. LetM � P(V ) be a smooth K-invariant variety with discrete principal isotropysubgroup and moment map transversal to t�. Let � � t�+ denote the moment polytope of M ,and assume that �\H� is non-empty for all simple roots �. such that the induced Hamiltonianaction of K on M satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 6.2. Then the following are equivalent:1. a facet F � � corresponds to a color;2. F contains � \H� for some simple root �;3. F is not negative.Proof. Let F � � be a facet. By Proposition 5.5 2(b), � is stable. Theorem 2.6 shows thatthe �rst two conditions are equivalent. It therefore su�ces to show that F corresponds to aG-stable divisor D if and only if vF 2 �t+. By Corollary 3.5, WM =W , so VG(M) = �t+ andif vF does not lie in �t+ then D cannot be G-stable. On the other hand, if D is not G-stablethen by Theorem 2.6 F contains �\H� for some simple root �. By Proposition 4.7, (v; �) > 0,so v =2 �t+ which completes the proof.Although Theorem 6.1 does not apply to many spherical varieties, it does apply to severalwell-known examples that arise in representation theory, such as the ag variety GL(n+1; C )=Bunder the action of GL(n; C ) and similarly the generalized ag variety of SO(n+ 1; C ) underthe action of SO(n; C ) (at least for a generic projective embedding.) Other examples will begiven later.The main result of the paper is the following necessary criterion for the existence of aninvariant K�ahler structure.Theorem 6.2. Let K be a compact connected Lie group and let M be a compact, connected,multiplicity-free Hamiltonian K-manifold, with discrete principal isotropy subgroup and mo-ment map transversal to t�. Let � � t�+ denote the moment polytope of M , and assume that



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 15�\H� is non-empty for all simple roots �. If M admits a compatible invariant K�ahler struc-ture, then a facet F is not negative if and only if F contains � \ H� for some simple root�.Proof. By Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 5.5, we can assume that M � P(V ) is a smoothprojective K-variety, and the result follows from Theorem 6.1.Remark 6.3. Suppose that M satis�es the assumptions of Theorem 6.2, and M admits aninvariant compatible K�ahler structure. By Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 4.7 its moment poly-tope can have at most 2r non-negative facets, where r is the rank of the semi-simple part ofK. 7. Example: Blow-ups of a product of coadjoint orbits of SO(5)In this section we describe an example: symplectic blow-ups of a productM of two coadjointorbits of SO(5). The Hamiltonian K-manifold M contains exactly two symplectic K-orbits,and we can symplectically blow-up either one. Depending on which orbit we choose, the blow-up admits (resp. does not admit) an invariant, compatible K�ahler structure.Let K � SO(5) and T � K the standard choice of maximal torus. The usual choice for abasis for t gives isomorphisms t �= R2 andt�+ = f(x; y) 2 R2 j 0 � y � xg:Let �; � be positive real numbers, and de�ne� = (�; �) and � = (�; 0)so that �; � lie in the boundary @t�+. Let ��;�� � so(5)� be the coadjoint orbits through �(resp. �.) Let M = �� ���denote the product, with the diagonal action of K, which has moment map � :M ! k� givenby �(v; w) = v + w:Theorem 7.1. The Hamiltonian K-manifoldM is multiplicity-free with trivial principal isotropysubgroup, and its polytope � equals� = f(x; y) 2 R2 j y � � � x and x� y � � � x+ yg:If � does not equal � or 2� then � is transversal to t�.Proof. The �xed point set MT equalsMT = W��W�= f((��;��); (��; 0)); ((��;��); (0;��))gso that �(MT ) = f(��� �;��); (��;��� �)g
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(1) (2) (3)Figure 2. The polytopes � for (1) � � 2�, (2)� � � � 2�, and (3) � � � .and �(MT ) \ t�+ = f(�� �; �)g if � � 2�= f(�; �� �); (�+ �; �)g if � � � � 2�= f(�; �� �); (�+ �; �)g if � � �For simplicity we will consider only the case � < � < 2�. The weights of T on T(�;�)M are thenegative roots of k, and the negative roots (�1; 0); (�1;�1) which annihilate neither � nor �appear with multiplicity two. Since for any m 2 Y+ := ��1((t�+)�)TmM �= TmY+ � (k=t)�the weights of T on T(�;�)Y+ are (�1; 0) and (�1;�1). It follows that �(Y+) = � \ (t�+)� islocally the cone on the vectors (�1; 0) and (�1;�1). By similar arguments, near (�; ���) thepolytope � equals the cone on (0; 1) and (1;�1). If M is any Hamiltonian K-manifold, andx 2 (t�+)� is a vertex of �, then �(x) �MT . Therefore, (�+ �; �) and (�; �� �) are the onlyvertices of � lying in (t�+)�. By the description of the local cones, the only possible additionalvertices are � and �.Since the weights (�1; 0) and (�1;�1) of T on T(�;�)Y+ are a lattice basis, the mapT ! Aut (T(�;�)Y+)is injective, so the principal isotropy subgroup of T acting on Y+, which equals the principalisotropy subgroup of K acting on M , is trivial.The assertion on transversality follows from Delzant's list of local models [12], and can alsobe veri�ed directly.7.1. Symplectic blow-ups of M . We will de�ne symplectic blow-ups as a special case ofLerman's symplectic cuts [31]. Let M be a Hamiltonian K-manifold, � :M ! R a K-invariantcontinuous function, and a 2 R a real number such that in a neighborhood U of ��1(a), thefunction � is a moment map for a Hamiltonian circle action. Let Ma = ��1(a)=S1 be theMarsden-Weinstein reduced space at a, and let M>a = ��1(a;1). Then the disjoint unionM�a :=Ma [M>a



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 17is called the symplectic cut ofM at a. If S1 acts freely on ��1(a), thenM�a has the structureof a smooth Hamiltonian K-manifold as follows: De�ne � :M � C ! R by�(m; z) = �(m)� jzj2=2so that � is a moment map for the diagonal action of S1 on U � C (where C has the oppositesymplectic form). Let U�a = ��1(a)=S1be the symplectic reduction of U � C at a. ThenU�a �= Ua [ U>aand the map ' : U>a ! M>a given by inclusion de�nes an equivariant symplectomorphismU>a �= '(U>a). Let M�a be the union of U�a and M>a modulo the identi�cation of U>a with'(U>a).In case X is the minimum of �, and S1 acts on the normal bundle of X with weight one,then for � > 0 small M�a+� is a symplectic blow-up of M along the symplectic submanifold X([31],[34]). We will need one further fact:Proposition 7.2 (Guillemin-Sternberg). (see [19, 42]) Let M be a Hamiltonian K-manifoldwith moment map � : M ! k�. The composition ~� : M ! t�+ of � with the quotient map is amoment map for a K-equivariant action of T on KY+, which equals the usual action of T onY+.This is a consequence of the functoriality of symplectic induction, in the sense that theHamiltonian action of T on Y+ induces a K-equivariant action of T on the symplectic induc-tion K�T Y+. We call this densely-de�ned, K-equivariant action of T the induced T -action.We now come to the main result of this section:Theorem 7.3. The Hamiltonian K-manifold M = ����� contains two symplectic K-orbits:Km1 and Km2 where m1 = (�; �) and m2 = ((�;��); (0; �)). Only a symplectic blow-up ofKm1 admits an invariant compatible K�ahler structure.Proof. For any Hamiltonian K-manifold M , an orbit Km � M is symplectic if and only ifKm = K�(m). If M is transversal and multiplicity-free, then ~�(x) can be a symplectic orbitonly if x 2 (t�+)� by Lemma 4.5, and then x must be a vertex of �, by Lemma 4.2.Now let v1 = (�1; 0) and v2 = (2; 1), and for i = 1; 2 let S1i = exp(Rvi) be the correspondingone-parameter subgroups, and let �i = h~�; vii. Since(v1; (�1; 0)) = (v1; (�1; 1)) = 1 and (v2; (0; 1)) = (v2; (1;�1)) = 1the induced action of S1i on KY+ has weight one on the tangent space TmiY+, and thereforeon the normal bundle to Kmi. LetBli�(M) =M�(�(mi);vi)+�be the corresponding symplectic blow-ups, which have polytopes (see Figure 3)�i� = fx 2 � j (vi; x) � (�(mi); vi) + �g:
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Figure 3. The polytopes �1� and �2�The polytope �2� does not satisfy the condition in Theorem 6.2, so Bl2� (M) admits noinvariant compatible K�ahler structure. On the other hand, Km1 is a subvariety, since, ifP�; P� � G are parabolics such that�� �= G=P� �� �= G=P�then the isotropy group Gm1 equals P� \ P� = B, so Gm1 = Km1. By the equivalenceof K�ahler and symplectic blow-ups of subvarieties, Bl1� (M) admits an invariant compatibleK�ahler structure. (See [34] and, for another argument, the next section.)8. Existence resultsThe main result of this section is a su�cient criterion for a multiplicity-free action to admita compatible invariant K�ahler structure (Theorem 8.7), assuming Delzant's Conjecture 4.3.First, we review a few more topics from the theory of spherical varieties.8.1. Local structure theory. We recall Knop's version [26, Theorem 2.3] of the local struc-ture theorem of Brion-Luna-Vust. Let G be a connected complex reductive group, X be anormal G-variety, and D a B-stable Cartier divisor, which we assume for simplicity is e�ective.The divisor D induces a line bundle [D], and we assume that the action of G lifts to [D]. (Thisis always possible after taking a �nite cover of G.) Let � be a section of [D] de�ning D. Theparabolic subgroup P [D] of D is the normalizer of the line C �, and the character �(D) of Dis the character of the action on C �, which is well-de�ned up to a character of G. One has amorphism  D : XnD ! g� ; x 7! lx where lx(�) = � �� (x):Theorem 8.1 (Knop). Let X be a normal G-variety with e�ective B-stable divisor D. Thenthe image of  D is the P [D]-orbit through �D, and if we set � =  �1D (�D) and L = G�D thenthere is an isomorphism XnD �= P [D]�L �:Typically one uses the local structure theorem to obtain information about X near a G-orbitY , and so one wants to choose a D not containing Y , but containing enough B-stable primedivisors so that L is as small as possible. In the case that X � P(V ) is a smooth transversalspherical variety of maximal rank there is a particularly good choice of D. By Proposition 4.7and Theorem 6.1, for any simple root � there are two divisors D� such that HD� contains



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 19� \H�. Not both D� contain Y , since HD+ \HD� \� = H� \� and by Remark 5.6 �Y isnot contained in H�. Therefore, for any � there is exists a divisor D�;Y 2 D(G=H) such thatD�;Y does not contain Y , and (vD�;Y ; �) > 0. De�ne an e�ective B-divisor byDY =X� n�D�;Y :(6)For some choice of n� 2 N, the divisor DY has character �(DY ) 2 t�reg, so that P [DY ] = B. ByTheorem 8.1 there is an isomorphism XnDY �= B�TC �. Since X is spherical the variety � is atoric variety, and Y \� is a TC -orbit in �. Furthermore, there is a one-to-one correspondencebetween B-stable divisors in XnD and TC -stable divisors in �, and the cones CY \� and CYare equal. By the smoothness criterion for toric varieties, we have the following result, whichis a special case of Brion's criterion for smoothness in [9].Corollary 8.2. Let X � P(V ) be a smooth transversal spherical variety with polytope �Xof maximal dimension such that �X \ H� 6= ; for all simple roots �. Then for any G-orbitY � X, the set of valuations vD 2 CY such that D � Y form part of a lattice basis.8.2. Line bundles over spherical varieties. We now review several results of Brion [7] online bundles over spherical varieties. Let d =PD2D(X) nDD be a B-stable divisor and Y � Xa G-orbit. For each divisor D 2 D(X) containing Y , set ld;Y (vD) = nD. If d is Cartier, thenld;Y extends to a linear map ld;Y : CY ! Q and these maps patch together to form a piecewise-linear map ld : C(X) ! Q . If d is ample, the function ld has a simple expression in terms of�([d]):Lemma 8.3. Let X � P(V ) be a spherical G-variety with polytope � and d any B-stablehyperplane section. Then for any v 2 C(X) we have ld(v) = �minx2� v(x) + v(�(d)).Proof. Suppose that v 2 CY for some G-orbit Y � X and let D 2 D(X) be a divisor containingY . Note that if � is the canonical B-eigensection of [d] then ld(vD) = vD(�). By Lemma 2.4HD meets � so by (3) ld(vD) = �minx2�(vD(x)) + vD(�(d)):Since ld is linear on CY , the same equation holds with vD replaced by v.As for toric varieties, the association d 7! ld is functorial in the sense thatLemma 8.4 (Brion). Let G=H be a spherical homogeneous variety, and ' : X1 ! X2 be amorphism of embeddings of G=H. Then l'�d is the restriction of ld to C(X1) � C(X2).Proof. By [7, Section 2] we can assume that X2 is simple (i.e. contains a unique closedG-orbit)and that d = [�] + XD2D(G=H)nDDwhere � 2 C (X2 )(B) is a rational function, and nD = 0 if D contains a G-orbit in X. If Ddoes not contain a G-orbit, then '�D = D, since D does not contain the exceptional locus of'. Therefore, '�d � XD2D(G=H)nD D = ['��] = XD02D(X1) vD0('��)D0



20 CHRIS WOODWARDso if D0 2 D(X1) contains a G-orbit then the coe�cient of D0 in '�d is vD0('��) = ld(vD0) asrequired.8.3. Existence theorems. Recall that a fan F2 is a subdivision of a fan F1 if any cone inF2 is contained in a cone in F1. We say that a fan F is rational if any cone C 2 F is spannedby vectors that are rational with respect to the lattice exp�1(Id) � t. If a convex polytope �has rational fan, then there is a canonical choice of V (�): we can require that each v 2 V (�)is a primitive lattice vector.Theorem 8.5. Let X1 be a projective spherical G-variety with polytope �1, and �2 � �1 aconvex polytope with rational fan F(�2) such that1. H(�1) is contained in H(�2),2. V (�2) is contained in V (�1) [ VG(X1), and3. F(�2) is a subdivision of F(�1).Then there exists a spherical variety X2 such that C(X2) = F(�2;VG) and a morphism ' :X2 ! X1. Furthermore, if X2 is smooth, and for each v 2 V (�2)� V (�1) the di�erencec(v) = minx2�1 v(x) � minx2�2 v(x)is an integer, then there exists an ample line bundle L2 over X2 with polytope �(L2) = �2.Remark 8.6. The polytope �(L) of a G-line bundle over a G-variety has rational, but notnecessarily integral vertices [5].Proof of Theorem 8.5 - For any cone C2 2 F(�2;VG) let C1 2 C(�1;VG) be the cone in F(�1)whose interior contains the interior of C2. By Theorem 2.3, there exists a subset E1 � D(G=H)such that (C1; E1) 2 F(X1). Let E2 denote the set of divisors D 2 E1 such that vD 2 C2. Weclaim that (C2; E2) is a colored cone. Indeed, suppose that v 2 V (�2) is an extremal vectorof C2 that does not lie in VG. Then v lies in V (�1) and C1. By Theorem 2.3, C1 is the dualcone to some face F1 of �1. The vector v is normal to some facet of �1 containing F1, so thatv is extremal in C1. Since (C1; E1) is a colored cone, there exists a divisor D 2 E1 such thatvD equals v, and by de�nition E2 contains D as required. If we let F2 be the set of all suchpairs (C2; E2), then it is straightforward to check that F2 is a colored fan for G=H. By theLuna-Vust Theorem 2.2 there exists an embedding X2 of G=H with colored fan F2 and (see[25, Section 4]) a morphism ' : X2 ! X1.Now assume that X2 is smooth. For each v 2 V (�2) � V (�1) let Dv 2 D(X2) denote thecorresponding G-stable divisor. Let d1 be a B-stable hyperplane section of X1, and de�ned2 = '�d1 + Xv2V (�2)�V (�1) c(v)Dv = XD2D(X2)n2(D)D:Since X2 is smooth, any Weil divisor is Cartier and so d2 de�nes a line bundle [d2] over X2.We claim that �([d2]) = �2.Suppose that d1 =PD2D(X1) n1(D)D. By Proposition 8.4, for any v 2 V (�2)� V (�1) wehave that n2(Dv) = ld1(v) + c(v):By Corollary 8.3 ld1(v) = � minx2�1(v(x)) + v(�(d1))



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 21and since �(d1) equals �(d2) n2(Dv) = � minx2�2(v(x)) + v(�(d2)):It follows that�(L2) = fy 2 �1 j v(y) � minx2�2 v(x) for all v 2 V (�2)� V (�1)g:Since H(�1) � H(�2), �(L2) equals �2 as required.We now show that L2 is ample. Let Y2 � X2 be a G-orbit. There exists a section s 2H0(L2)(B) non-vanishing on Y2 if and only if the intersection �Y \ (� \ �(d2)) is non-empty.Since the vertices of �2 are rational we can choose an integer n 2 N such that F \(�=n+�(d2))is non-empty for any open face F � �2. Let s 2 H0(Ln2 )(B) be a section with �(s) in the interiorof �Y . By work of Brion [7, Section 2], it su�ces to show that vD(s) > 0, for any D 2 D(X2)not containing Y2.Suppose that vD(s) = 0 for some divisor D 2 D(X2). The vector vD must lie in CY2 , sinceHD is a supporting hyperplane containing �Y . If D is G-stable, then D contains Y2 by [25,Lemma 2.4].If D is not G-stable, let D1 2 D(X1) be the closure of D \ G=H in X1, and HD1 thehyperplane de�ned by D1 as in Equation (4). By de�nition of d2, n1(D1) equals n2(D) andsince �(d1) = �(d2) the hyperplanes HD and HD1 are the same. Let Y1 � X1 be the G-orbitsuch that C�Y1 contains C�Y2 . It su�ces to show thatHD1 � �Y1 ;(7)since in this case D1 contains Y1 by Lemma 2.4 and so D 2 EY2 by de�nition. Equation (7)holds if and only if n1(D1) = ld1(vD1). Since ld1 � ld2 on C(X2) and d1 is ample we have thatn1(D1) � ld1(vD) � ld2(vD) = n2(D)which, since n1(D1) = n2(D) implies the claim.Consider a compact, connected multiplicity-free K-manifold (M;!M ) with polytope � forwhich Delzant's Conjecture 4.3 applies. To construct a compatible invariant K�ahler structureon M , it su�ces to construct a compact, connected K�ahler multiplicity-free K-manifold M 0with the same polytope and principal isotropy.Theorem 8.7. Let (M;!M ) be a transversal, multiplicity-free, compact, connected Hamilton-ian K-manifold with trivial principal isotropy and polytope �M . Let (X;!X) be a K�ahler,transversal, multiplicity-free, compact, connected Hamiltonian K-manifold with trivial princi-pal isotropy and polytope �X = �(X) \ t�+ with �X \ H� non-empty for all simple roots �.Suppose that either1. [!M ] and [!X ] are rational and that �M � �X satis�es (1){(3) in Theorem 8.5; or,2. for every rational invariant symplectic perturbation !0M of !M there exists an invariantcompatible symplectic form !0X on X such that the corresponding polytopes �0M and �0Xsatisfy (1){(3) in Theorem 8.5.Then there exists a multiplicity-free, compact, connected, K�ahler Hamiltonian K-manifold M2with trivial principal isotropy and moment polytope �M .



22 CHRIS WOODWARDProof of (1) - By taking a su�ciently high multiple of [!M ] and [!X ], we can assume that Xis a projective spherical variety and the c(v)'s are integral. Let M2 be the variety given byTheorem 8.5. To prove that M2 is smooth, let Y � M2 be any G-orbit. The image '(Y ) isa G-orbit in X and by Remark 5.6 the face �'(Y ) intersects the interior (t�+)�. Let D'(Y ) bethe B-stable divisor in (6), and DY the B-stable divisor in M2 de�ned by taking the closureof each D�;'(Y ) in M2. Since the support of D'(Y ) does not contain '(Y ), the support of DYdoes not contain Y , and DY is an e�ective B-stable divisor with P [DY ] = B. By Theorem 8.1we have an isomorphism M2nDY �= B �TC �. The cone CY \� equals the cone CY of Y , whichis the dual cone to some face F of �M such that F \ (t�+)� is non-empty (since if F � H� thenF � H� and so C�Y \�t+ = ; which is a contradiction). SinceM has trivial principal isotropy,the polytope �M is torsion-free at F (see [12]). Hence, the extremal vectors of CY form partof a lattice basis, which implies that Y \ � consists of smooth points. This shows that M2 issmooth, so by Theorem 8.5 there exists a K�ahler structure on M2 with polytope �M .Proof of (2) - Choose a linearK-invariant family of 2-forms !t 2 
2(M), t 2 Rn , with !0 = !M ,such that the cohomology classes f@i[!t]gni=1span H2(M). Since H2(M;Q) is dense in H2(M), there exist K-invariant symplectic forms!1; : : : ; !n 2 
2K(M)such that1. [!1]; : : : ; [!n] 2 H2(M;Q),2. each !i lies in the neighborhood U of !M in Proposition 5.5, and3. !M is contained in the convex hull of the !i's.Let �i; i = 1; : : : ; n denote the polytopes of (M;!i). Let c1; : : : ; cn be such that P ci = 1 andnXi=1 ci!i = !M :By assumption, the sets V (�i) are the same, so by the preceding case there exists a singlesmooth spherical embedding M2 of G=H and invariant symplectic forms !M2;i such that theHamiltonian K-manifold (M2; !M2;i) has polytope �i. The form!M2 = nXi=1 ci!M2;iis symplectic and compatible with J , since the set of such forms is convex. Let �i (resp. �M2;i)denote the moment map for the action of K on (M;!i) (resp. (M2; !M2;i)) so that�M2 = nXi=1 ci�M2;iis a moment map for the K-action on (M2; !M2). We claim that the polytope�M2 = �M2(M2) \ t�+equals �. The claim follows from localization. Since (M;!i) is a transversal multiplicity-freeHamiltonian K-manifold, for any T -�xed point m 2 MT and any i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, the image



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 23�i(m) lies in the regular part t�reg, and by Lemma 4.2 �i(m) must be a vertex of w�i, for somew 2W .Similarly, the image �i(x) for any x 2 (M2)T is a vertex of w�i for some w 2 � andcontained in the regular part t�reg. Indeed, the orbit Gx � M2 is closed and the polytope�Gx is a vertex of �. If �Gx is contained in a hyperplane H� then the dual cone, which isgenerated by normal vectors to facets containing �Gx, has interior which meets �t+ triviallyby Proposition 4.7 which is a contradiction.Since the classes [!M2;i] are close inH2(M2) and �M2;ij(M2)T depends only on the cohomologyclass of the symplectic form, we can assume that for any x 2 (M2)T , the images �M2;i(x) arearbitrarily close. Therefore, for any m 2MT , there must exist an element x 2 (M2)T such that�M2;i(x) = �i(m), for each i = 1; : : : ; n, so that�M2((M2)T ) = fX ci�M2;i(x) j x 2 (M2)T g= �(MT ):On the other hand, it is clear that the weights of T at m are the same as the weights of Tat x, since, for �(m) 2 (t�+)� these are the edge vectors of the polytope w�i at the vertex�i(m) = �M2;i(x), plus some subset of the roots determined by w. Therefore, by localizationto the T -�xed point set (see e.g. [17]) the push-forward measures��!M = (�M2)�!Xare equal, which implies that (M2; !M2) and (M;!M ) have the same moment polytope.We now apply our existence theorems to the case K = SO(5).Theorem 8.8. Let K = SO(5) and M a compact, connected, torsion-free, transversal, multip-licity-free K-manifold with polytope � that meets both codimension 1 faces of t�+. Then Madmits an invariant compatible K�ahler structure if and only if every non-negative facet contains� \H� for some �.Remark 8.9. Similar results hold for other rank 2 groups. For rank greater than 2 the questionof su�ciency is open, even for K = U(3).Proof. By Theorem 8.7 and the Delzant Conjecture 4.3 in the case rank (G) = 2 [12] it su�cesto show that the spherical variety X = �� � �� has a symplectic structure !X such that� � �X satis�es (1){(3) in Theorem 8.7. First we note that Theorem 2.3, Corollary 3.5 andTheorem 7.1 imply that the colored fan of X consists of a single (non-trivial) colored cone(C;E) where C is the cone on the vectors (�1; 1); (0;�1) 2 t. (That is, X is a two-orbitvariety.) Let �1 = (1;�1) and �2 = (0; 1)be the simple roots.Let �; � be real numbers such that� = (�; �) = � \H�1 and � = (�; 0) = � \H�2First, we show that H(��;�) � H(�) where ��;� denotes the polytope of X. Let v� 2 V (�)be the normal vectors to facets of � meeting �. By Proposition 4.7, we have (v�; �) < 0, andsince � is reective, we must have v� = n�1 �m�1



24 CHRIS WOODWARDfor some �1 2 H�1 and n;m 2 Z=2 with n+m 2 Z. Since � is torsion-free ,(1; 1); (1;�1) 2 spanZfv�gand so n = m = 1=2, in which case V (�) = f(1; 0); (0;�1)g. A similar argument (using thecomplicated de�nition of torsion-free [42, Remark 10.2] in the case (Kx;Kx) is not simplyconnected) shows that V (�) = f(�1; 1)g.Since � satis�es the criterion in Theorem 6.2, V (�) � V (��;�). Clearly F (�) is a subdivi-sion of F (��;�), which completes the proof.9. Equivalence to Tolman's criterion in the SO(5) caseIn this section we will use a criterion of Tolman [40] to showTheorem 9.1. Let M be a compact connected torsion-free transversal multiplicity-free SO(5)-space with moment polytope � that meets both codimension 1 faces of t�+. If � fails the criterionin Theorem 6.2, then M admits no T -invariant K�ahler structure.Together with Theorem 8.8 this shows that the following conditions are equivalent:1. M admits a compatible K-invariant K�ahler structure.2. M admits a compatible T -invariant K�ahler structure.3. The moment polytope � of M satis�es the necessary criterion in Theorem 6.2.9.1. Tolman's criterion. Let T be a real torus and Y a compact connected HamiltonianT -space with moment map � : Y ! t�. Let YT denote the �xed point set. For simplicity, wewill assume that the restriction �jYT of � to YT is injective. For any subgroup H � T letY(H) = fy 2 Y j Ty = Hgbe the corresponding orbit-type stratum. Let � denote the set of connected components of theY 0(H)s. Tolman de�nes: X-ray(Y ) = f�(X) j X 2 �g:X-ray(Y ) is a �nite set of convex polytopes whose vertices lie in �(YT ).Theorem 9.2 (Tolman Extendibility Theorem). Let Y be a compact, connected HamiltonianT -space with a compatible, invariant K�ahler structure. Let y be a point in YT and �1; : : : ; �k asubset of the weights of T on TyY such that the cone C on �1; : : : ; �k is strictly convex. Thenthere exists a convex polytope P 2 X-ray(Y ) such that1. there is a neighborhood U of �(y) such that P \ U = C \ U , and2. for each face F of P there exists a polytope PF 2 X-ray(Y ) of the same dimension as F ,containing F .Tolman proves the above Theorem by constructing an orbit O of the complex torus TC suchthat P = �(O) has property (1). The other properties follow from a theorem of Atiyah [2,Theorem 2].Proof of Theorem 9.1 - As in the proof of Theorem 8.7 there exist �; � 2 R such that �is contained in the polytope ��;�. Let V+(�) (resp. V�(�)) denote the normal vectors tofacets of � appearing in clockwise (resp. counterclockwise) order between � and �, so thatV (�) = V+(�) [ V�(�).



SPHERICAL VARIETIES AND EXISTENCE OF INVARIANT K�AHLER STRUCTURE 25Case 1: V�(�) = V�(��;�) = f(1; 0); (1; 1)g. Let x equal (�; �� �) and let y1; : : : ; ym be thevertices of � appearing between � and �, moving clockwise. (See Figure 4.)

x
y1� y2y3y4� r2y4

r1y1
C x2 x1C

Figure 4. An example with (1) V�(�) = V�(��;�) (2) V�(�) 6= V�(��;�)Let �1 = (1;�1) and �2 = (0; 1) be the simple roots and r1; r2 2 W the correspondingreections. Since the maximal torus T acts on Y+ with discrete principal isotropy subgroup,the weights of T on T��1(x)Y+ � T��1(x)M are �1; �2. Let C be the cone at x on �1; �2 andP � t� be the polytope guaranteed by Theorem 9.2, and p1; : : : ; pl 2 t� the vertices of P ,starting with p1 = x and moving clockwise. Since r1y1 is the only element of �(MT ) lyingin x + R+(0; 1), we must have p2 = r1y1 and by the same argument pl = r2ym: The set ofweights of T on T��1(r1y1)M is r1N [ f�1; �2g where N is the set of negative roots and �1; �2are the weights of T on r1Y+. By convexity of P , we must have p3 2 p2+R+(1;�1): Similarly,pm�1 2 pm + R+(0; 1): Since � does not satisfy the condition in Theorem 6.2, either v1 =2 �t+or vm+1 =2 �t+.Assume the latter. If a vertex yk with k 6= m� 1 lies in r2ym+R+(0; 1) then yk is containedin a facet F � � which lies in the interior (t�+)� of t�+. We can assume that such a vertex doesnot exist. Indeed, ~��1(F ) is a codimension 2 submanifold of M , invariant under T . Since theaction of T on (M;J) has isolated �xed points, by e.g. Carrell-Liebermann [10] the dual classof ~��1(F ) is representable by a two-form !F 2 H1;1(M). For � small, the triple (M;!+�!F ; J)
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